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Performing Beauty in Participatory Art and Culture
Routledge This book investigates the notion of beauty in participatory art, an interdisciplinary form that necessitates the audience’s agential participation and that is often seen in interactive art and
technology-driven media installations. After considering established theories of beauty, for example, Plato, Alison, Hume, Kant, Gadamer and Santayana through to McMahon and Sartwell, Heinrich argues
that the experience of beauty in participatory art demands a revised notion of beauty; a conception that accounts for the performative and ludic turn within various art forms and which is, in a broader
sense, a notion of beauty suited to a participatory and technology-saturated culture. Through case studies of participatory art, he provides an art-theoretical approach to the concept of performative
beauty; an approach that is then applied to the wider context of media and design artefacts.

In Your Face
The Culture of Beauty and You
From fairy tales and Hollywood movies to magazine ads and TV makeovers, we absorb the lesson early: beauty rules. In a world of instant photo-sharing and mobile media, it's harder than ever to escape
the pressure to look good. But teens also have more tools than ever to change the message about what beauty means. This book is your guide to understanding the culture of beauty and putting it in
perspective, whether it's the strange things people have done through history to enhance their looks, or why advertising thrives on making us feel insecure.--From publisher description.

The Beauty Industry
Gender, Culture, Pleasure
Routledge The beauty industry is now a multinational, multi-million dollar business. In recent years its place in contemporary culture has altered hugely as salons have become not simply places to have
your hair cut or your nails done, but increasingly sites of physical and even spiritual therapy. In this fascinating and nuanced study, Paula Black strips away many popular assumptions about the beauty
industry, including the one that says it exploits people's insecurity by projecting an illusory beauty myth. The interviews in this book - both with the beauty industry's workers and its clients - reveal a far
more complex and interesting picture, and, in their presentation, Black re-formulates many feminist debates around choice and constraint. The debates addressed include issues around the body; the
construction and maintenance of gender identity; changing deﬁnitions of health and well-being; and labour processes.
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All Made Up
The Power and Pitfalls of Beauty Culture, from Cleopatra to Kim Kardashian
Beacon Press A fascinating journey through history and culture, examining how makeup aﬀects self-empowerment, how people have used it to deﬁne (and defy) their roles in society, and why we all
need to care There is a history and a cultural signiﬁcance that comes with wearing cat-eye-inspired liner or a bold red lip, one that many women feel to this day, even if we don’t realize exactly why.
Increasingly, people of all genders are wrestling with what it means to be a woman living in a patriarchy, and part of that is how looking like a woman—whatever that means—aﬀects people’s real lives.
Through the stories of famous women like Cleopatra, Empress Wu, Madam C. J. Walker, Elizabeth Taylor, and Marsha P. Johnson, Rae Nudson unpacks makeup’s cultural impact—including how it can be
used to shape a personal or cultural narrative, how often beauty standards align with whiteness, how and when it can be used for safety, and its function in the workplace, to name a few examples. Every
woman has had to make a very personal choice about her relationship with makeup, and consciously or unconsciously, every woman knows that the choice is never entirely hers to make. This book also
holds space for complicating factors, especially the ways that beauty standards diﬀer across race, class, and culture. Engaging and informative, All Made Up will expand the discussion around what it
means to participate in creating your own self-image.

The Culture of Male Beauty in Britain
From the First Photographs to David Beckham
University of Chicago Press A heavily illustrated history of two centuries of male beauty in British culture. Spanning the decades from the rise of photography to the age of the selﬁe, this book traces
the complex visual and consumer cultures that shaped masculine beauty in Britain, examining the realms of advertising, health, pornography, psychology, sport, and celebrity culture. Paul R. Deslandes
chronicles the shifting standards of male beauty in British culture—from the rising cult of the athlete to changing views on hairlessness—while connecting discussions of youth, ﬁtness, and beauty to
growing concerns about race, empire, and degeneracy. From earlier beauty show contestants and youth-obsessed artists, the book moves through the decades into considerations of disﬁgured soldiers,
physique models, body-conscious gay men, and celebrities such as David Beckham and David Gandy who populate the worlds of television and social media. Deslandes calls on historians to take beauty
and gendered aesthetics seriously while recasting how we think about the place of physical appearance in historical study, the intersection of diﬀerent forms of high and popular culture, and what has
been at stake for men in “looking good.”

The book of beauty or regal gallery
1848
Beauty and Misogyny
Harmful Cultural Practices in the West
Routledge Should western beauty practices, ranging from lipstick to labiaplasty, be included within the United Nations understandings of harmful traditional/cultural practices? By examining the role of
common beauty practices in damaging the health of women, creating sexual diﬀerence, and enforcing female deference, this book argues that they should. In the 1970s feminists criticized pervasive
beauty regimes such as dieting and depilation, but some ‘new’ feminists argue that beauty practices are no longer oppressive now that women can ‘choose’ them. However, in the last two decades the
brutality of western beauty practices seems to have become much more severe, requiring the breaking of skin, spilling of blood and rearrangement or amputation of body parts. Beauty and Misogyny
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seeks to make sense of why beauty practices are not only just as persistent, but in many ways more extreme. It examines the pervasive use of makeup, the misogyny of fashion and high-heeled shoes,
and looks at the role of pornography in the creation of increasingly popular beauty practices such as breast implants, genital waxing and surgical alteration of the labia. It looks at the cosmetic surgery and
body piercing/cutting industries as being forms of self-mutilation by proxy, in which the surgeons and piercers serve as proxies to harm women’s bodies, and concludes by considering how a culture of
resistance to these practices can be created. This essential work will appeal to students and teachers of feminist psychology, gender studies, cultural studies, and feminist sociology at both undergraduate
and postgraduate levels, and to anyone with an interest in feminism, women and beauty, and women’s health.

The House of Beauty and Culture
The House of Beauty and Culture (HOBAC) was an avant-garde boutique, design studio, and crafts collective in late 1980s London, with key ﬁgures like Judy Blame, John Moore, Cindy Palmano, and duo Fric
and Frack. Until recently, HOBAC's inﬂuence was widely felt, yet barely documented, part of a subculture rooted in artistic practice, post-punk rebellion, and resistance to mainstream culture and
overproduction. Against a dire socio-political and economic backdrop, they were among the ﬁrst to upcycle found materials and champion androgynous urban style. Through diligent research, interviews,
and countless images, Kasia Maciejowska honours the group's legacy.

The Colors of Culture
The Beauty of Diverse Friendships
InterVarsity Press How diverse are your friendships? In a time when cultural divides are expanding, we can learn to see every human from God's perspective instead of through the lenses of prejudice
and bias. Through vivid stories from several countries, MelindaJoy Mingo models reaching across cultures, showing the beauty of diverse friendships.

Beauty around the World: A Cultural Encyclopedia
ABC-CLIO Taking the concept of beauty seriously, this encyclopedia examines how humanity has sought and continues to seek what is "beautiful" in a variety of cultural contexts, giving readers an
understanding of how to look at beauty both intellectually and critically. • Provides an interdisciplinary approach to world beauty practices, from the earliest experiments in plastic surgery in 600 B.C. to
contemporary practices • Gives readers a representative overview of beauty practices around the globe • Documents how from cosmetics to clothing, exercise to body modiﬁcation, being beautiful is a
goal worldwide • Identiﬁes numerous authoritative sources of information for further research and reading

Beauty in a Box
Detangling the Roots of Canada's Black Beauty Culture
Wilfrid Laurier Univ. Press One of the ﬁrst transnational, feminist studies of Canada’s black beauty culture and the role that media, retail, and consumers have played in its development, Beauty in a
Box widens our understanding of the politics of black hair. The book analyzes advertisements and articles from media—newspapers, advertisements, television, and other sources—that focus on black
communities in Halifax, Montreal, Toronto, and Calgary. The author explains the role local black community media has played in the promotion of African American–owned beauty products; how the
segmentation of beauty culture (i.e., the sale of black beauty products on store shelves labelled “ethnic hair care”) occurred in Canada; and how black beauty culture, which was generally seen as a small
niche market before the 1970s, entered Canada’s mainstream by way of department stores, drugstores, and big-box retailers. Beauty in a Box uses an interdisciplinary framework, engaging with African
American history, critical race and cultural theory, consumer culture theory, media studies, diasporic art history, black feminism, visual culture, ﬁlm studies, and political economy to explore the history of
black beauty culture in both Canada and the United States.
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Bread and Beauty: The Cultural Politics of José Carlos Mariátegui
BRILL Bread and Beauty is a study of the works and life of José Carlos Mariátegui (1894-1930), the autodidact Peruvian scholar and revolutionary activist frequently considered the most important Latin
American Marxist.

Hope in a Jar
A Novel
St. Martin's Press Twenty years ago, Allie Denty was the pretty one and her best friend Olivia Pelham was the smart one. Throughout high school, they were inseparable...until a vicious rumor about
Olivia— a rumor too close to the truth—ended their friendship. Now, on the eve of their twentieth high school reunion, Allie, a temp worker, ﬁnds herself suddenly single, a little chubby, and feeling old.
Olivia, a cool and successful magazine beauty editor in New York, realizes she's lonely, and is ﬁnally ready to face her demons. Sometimes hope lives in the future; sometimes it comes from the past; and
sometimes, when every stupid thing goes wrong, it comes from a prettily packaged jar ﬁlled with scented cream and promises. Beth Harbison has done it again. A hilarious and touching novel about
friendship, Love's Baby Soft perfume, Watermelon Lip Smackers, bad run-ins with Sun-In, and the healing power of "Gee Your Hair Smells Terriﬁc." Hope in a Jar: we all need it.

Facing the Mirror
Older Women and Beauty Shop Culture
Routledge The women at Julie's International Salon share their experiences of bodily self-presentation, femininity, aging, and caring. Their own words are at the center of the book; the stories of their
lives, fresh and compelling, are told here with aﬀection. But beyond the stories themselves, Frida Kerner Furman explores the socio-moral signiﬁcance of these beauty shop experiences, showing how they
reveal as much about society at large as about older women. For in telling us how they perceive reality, make choices, and live in their worlds, the women of Julie's expose structures of power, inequality,
and resistance in the larger world that all of us, young or old, beautiful or not, face every day.

Beauty Culture
Icons of Beauty: Art, Culture, and the Image of Women [2 volumes]
Greenwood What gives beauty such fascinating power? Why is beauty so easy to recognize but so hard to deﬁne? Across cultures and continents and over the centuries the standards of beauty have
changed but the desire to portray beauty, to praise beauty, and to possess beauty has never diminished. Icons of Beauty oﬀers an enthralling overview of the most revered icons of female beauty in world
art from pre-history to the present. From images of Eve to Cindy Sherman's self-portraits, from Cleopatra to Madonna, from ancient goddesses to modern celebrities, this interdisciplinary set oﬀers fresh
insight as to how we can use perceptions of beauty to learn about world cultures, both past and present. Each chapter looks at an individual work of art to pose a question about the power of beauty. What
makes beauty modern? What is the inﬂuence of celebrities? How do women portray their own beauty in a diﬀerent manner than men? In-depth proﬁles of the icons reveal how speciﬁc ideas about beauty
were developed and expressed, oﬀering a full analysis of their history, cultural signiﬁcance, and lasting inﬂuence. In addition to renowned works of art, Icons of Beauty also looks at icons in literature, ﬁlm,
politics, and contemporary entertainment. Interdisciplinary and multicultural in its approach, chapters inside this set also feature sidebars on provocative topics and issues, such as foot binding and body
adornment; myths and practices; opinions and interpretations; and even related ﬁlms, songs, and even comic book characters. Generously illustrated, this rich set encompasses history, politics, society,
women's studies, and art history, making it an indispensable resource for high school and college students as well as general readers.
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The New Beauty
A Modern Look at Beauty, Culture, and Fashion
Gestalten Modern Beauty explores this shift from historical, scientiﬁc and journalistic perspectives, in a title that will not only appeal to industry insiders, but also to all those readers with an interest in
feeling well in their own skin - and letting the world know.

Body Work
Univ of California Press Today women are lifting weights to build muscle, wrapping their bodies in seaweed to reduce unwanted water retention, attending weigh-ins at diet centers, and devoting
themselves to many other types of "body work." Filled with the voices of real women, this book unravels the complicated emotional and intellectual motivations that drive them as they confront American
culture's unreachable beauty ideals. This powerful feminist study lucidly and compellingly argues against the idea that the popularity of body work means that women are enslaved to a male-fashioned
"beauty myth." Essential reading for understanding current debates on beauty, Body Work demonstrates that women actually use body work to escape that beauty myth. Debra Gimlin focuses on four
sites where she conducted in-depth research--a beauty salon, aerobics classes, a plastic surgery clinic, and a social and political organization for overweight women. The honest and provocative interviews
included in this book uncover these women's feelings about their bodies, their reasons for attempting to change or come to terms with them, and the reactions of others in their lives. These interviews
show that women are redeﬁning their identities through their participation in body work, that they are working on their self-images as much as on their bodies. Plastic surgery, for example, ultimately is an
empowering life experience for many women who choose it, while hairstyling becomes an arena for laying claim to professional and social class identities. This book develops a convincing picture of how
women use body work to negotiate the relationship between body and self, a process that inevitably involves coming to terms with our bodies' deviation from cultural ideals. One of the few studies that
includes empirical evidence of women's own interpretations of body work, this important project is also based ﬁrmly in cultural studies, symbolic interactionism, and feminism. With this book, Debra Gimlin
adds her voice to those of scholars who are now looking beyond the surface of the beauty myth to the complex reality of women's lives.

Hair Raising
Beauty, Culture, and African American Women
Rutgers University Press Examines the social and political role of African American women's hair, examining its place in advertising, Black pride, race, and women's magazines

Beauty Culture. What Dermatology Has to Do with Beauty, Etc
Culture Care
Reconnecting with Beauty for Our Common Life
InterVarsity Press We all have a responsibility to care for culture. Artist Makoto Fujimura issues a call to cultural stewardship, in which we feed our culture's soul with beauty, creativity, and generosity.
This is a book for artists and all "creative catalysts" who understand how much the culture we all share aﬀects human thriving today and shapes the generations to come.
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Hope in a Jar
The Making of America's Beauty Culture
University of Pennsylvania Press How did powder and paint, once scorned as immoral, become indispensable to millions of respectable women? How did a "kitchen physic," as homemade cosmetics
were once called, become a multibillion-dollar industry? And how did men ﬁnally take over that rarest of institutions, a woman's business? In Hope in a Jar, historian Kathy Peiss gives us the ﬁrst full-scale
social history of America's beauty culture, from the buttermilk and rice powder recommended by Victorian recipe books to the mass-produced products of our contemporary consumer age. She shows how
women, far from being pawns and victims, used makeup to declare their freedom, identity, and sexual allure as they ﬂocked to enter public life. And she highlights the leading role of white and black
women—Helena Rubenstein and Annie Turnbo Malone, Elizabeth Arden and Madame C. J. Walker—in shaping a unique industry that relied less on advertising than on women's customs of visiting and
conversation. Replete with the voices and experiences of ordinary women, Hope in a Jar is a richly textured account of the ways women created the cosmetics industry and cosmetics created the modern
woman.

Made-Up
A True Story of Beauty Culture under Late Capitalism
Coach House Books A nuanced, feminist, and deeply personal take on beauty culture and YouTube consumerism, in the tradition of Maggie Nelson’s Bluets As Daphné B. obsessively watches YouTube
makeup tutorials and haunts Sephora’s website, she’s increasingly troubled by the ways in which this obsession contradicts her anti-capitalist and intersectional feminist politics. In this poetic treatise, she
rejects the false binaries of traditional beauty standards and delves into the celebrities and inﬂuencers, from Kylie to Grimes, and the poets and philosophers, from Anne Boyer to Audre Lorde, who have
shaped the reﬂection she sees in the mirror. At once confessional and essayistic, Made-Up is a meditation on the makeup that colours, that obscures, that highlights who we are and who we wish we could
be. The original French-language edition was a cult hit in Quebec. Translated by Alex Manley—like Daphné, a Montreal poet and essayist—the book’s English-language text crackles with life, retaining the
ﬂair and verve of the original, and ensuring that a book on beauty is no less beautiful than its subject matter. “The most radical book of 2020 talks about makeup. Radical in the intransigence with which
Daphne B hunts down the parts of her imagination that capitalism has phagocytized. Radical also in its rejection of false binaries (the authentic and the fake, the futile and the essential) through the lens of
which such a subject is generally considered. With the help of a heady combination of pop cultural criticism and autobiography, a poet scrutinizes her contradictions. They are also ours.” —Dominic Tardif,
Le Devoir “[Made-Up] is a delight. I read it in one go. And when, out of necessity, I had to put it down, it was with regret and with the feeling that I was giving up what could save me from a catastrophe.”
—Laurence Fournier, Lettres Québécoises, ﬁve stars "Made-Up is a radiant, shimmering blend of memoir and cultural criticism that uses beauty culture as an entry point to interrogating the ugly
contradictions of late capitalism. In short, urgent chapters laced with humor and wide-ranging references, Daphné B. plumbs the depths of a rich topic that’s typically dismissed as shallow. I imagine her
writing it in eye pencil, using makeup to tell the story of her life, as so many women do." —Amy Berkowitz, author of Tender Points "A companion through the thicket of late stage capitalism, a lucid and
poetic mirror for anyone whose image exists on a screen." —Rachel Kauder Nalebuﬀ "Made-Up is anything but—committed to the grit of our current realities, Daphné B directs her piercing eye on
capitalism in an intimate portrayal of what it means to love, and how to paint ourselves in the process. Alex Manley has gifted English audiences with a nuanced translation of a critical feminist text,
exploring love and make-up as a transformative social tool." —Sruti Islam "The book will leave you both laughing in recognition and wincing at the reality of the beauty world’s impact on our collective
psyche." —Chatelaine "[Made-Up] examines the intersection of beauty culture and consumer culture... Aided by the work of writers like Anne Carson, Anne Boyer, Amanda Hess, and Arabelle Sicardi... B.
makes sharp observations about the ideologies behind both beauty [...] and consumerism." —Bitch Media "Made‑Up: A True Story of Beauty Culture under Late Capitalism is well worth reading." —Literary
Review of Canada "[Made-Up], newly translated by writer/poet Alex Manley from its original French, puts an intersectional, feminist lens on the author’s personal fascination with the makeup industry; it
also reckons with the cultural dominance of this fascination as she aims to square anti-capitalist principles with beauty-product obsession." —BitchReads: 11 Books Feminists Should Read in September
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Routledge Handbook of Cultural Sociology
2nd Edition
Routledge The thoroughly revised and updated second edition of the Routledge Handbook of Cultural Sociology provides an unparalleled overview of sociological and related scholarship on the complex
relations of culture to social structures and everyday life. With 70 essays written by scholars from around the world, the book brings diverse approaches into dialogue, charting new pathways for
understanding culture in our global era. Short, accessible chapters by contributing authors address classic questions, emergent issues, and new scholarship on topics ranging from cultural and social
theory to politics and the state, social stratiﬁcation, identity, community, aesthetics, and social and cultural movements. In addition, contributors explore developments central to the constitution and
reproduction of culture, such as power, technology, and the organization of work. This handbook is essential reading for undergraduate and postgraduate students interested in a wide range of subﬁelds
within sociology, as well as cultural studies, media and communication, and postcolonial theory.

The Beauty and Culture of St. Maarten
This book contains the heartfelt writings of Veronica Arndell, a native of St. Marteen. She shares a rarely revealed perspective of the cultural challenge of her homeland.

Beauty and the Book
Fine Editions and Cultural Distinction in America
Yale University Press After World War I, the US was ﬂooded with newspapers, magazines, radio stations and movies. Many feared serious books would disappear altogether. The concern caused a boom
in ﬁne editions, valued for beauty, craftsmanship or rarity, rather than content, and this is their story.

Face Value
The Hidden Ways Beauty Shapes Women's Lives
Simon and Schuster "Part social commentary, part cultural analysis, part careful investigation and part powerful personal anecdotes, a provocative book explores the relationship between appearance
and science, social media, sex, friendship, language and advertising to show how beauty actually aﬀects us day to day,"--NoveList.

Beauty Sick
How the Cultural Obsession with Appearance Hurts Girls and Women
HarperCollins “[Beauty Sick] will blow the top oﬀ the body image movement…provocative and necessary.” — Rebellious Magazine An award-winning psychology professor reveals how the cultural
obsession with women's appearance is an epidemic that harms women's ability to get ahead and to live happy, meaningful lives, in this powerful, eye-opening work in the vein of Peggy Orenstein and
Sheryl Sandberg. Today’s young women face a bewildering set of contradictions when it comes to beauty. They don’t want to be Barbie dolls but, like generations of women before them, are told they
must look like them. They’re angry about the media’s treatment of women but hungrily consume the outlets that belittle them. They mock modern culture’s absurd beauty ideal and make videos exposing
Photoshopping tricks, but feel pressured to emulate the same images they criticize by posing with a "skinny arm." They understand that what they see isn’t real but still download apps to airbrush their
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selﬁes. Yet these same young women are ﬁerce ﬁghters for the issues they care about. They are ready to ﬁght back against their beauty-sick culture and create a diﬀerent world for themselves, but they
need a way forward. In Beauty Sick, Dr. Renee Engeln, whose TEDx talk on beauty sickness has received more than 250,000 views, reveals the shocking consequences of our obsession with girls’
appearance on their emotional and physical health and their wallets and ambitions, including depression, eating disorders, disruptions in cognitive processing, and lost money and time. Combining
scientiﬁc studies with the voices of real women of all ages, she makes clear that to truly fulﬁll their potential, we must break free from cultural forces that feed destructive desires, attitudes, and
words—from fat-shaming to denigrating commentary about other women. She provides inspiration and workable solutions to help girls and women overcome negative attitudes and embrace their whole
selves, to transform their lives, claim the futures they deserve, and, ultimately, change their world.

Mysterious Pyongyang: Cosmetics, Beauty Culture and North Korea
Springer Nature This book is written with the belief that the peaceful uniﬁcation of Korean Peninsula will be upon us on the day that every woman in North Korea uses South Korean and global cosmetics.
The authors focus on understanding the intentions behind the three leaders of North Korea, Kim Il-sung, Kim Jong-il and Kim Jong-un, based on their comments on the cosmetics industry and their ﬁeld
guidance tendencies, analyzing the governance style of Pyongyang through women’s life and beauty culture. It is the earliest book of its kind in the women’s life and beauty culture of North Korea.

The Science of Beauty
Culture and Cosmetics in Modern Germany, 1750–1930
Springer What did the cosmetic practices of middle-class women in the nineteenth century have in common with the repair of men's bodies mutilated in war? What did the New Woman of the Weimar
years have to do with the ﬁeld of social medicine that emerged in the same period? They were all part of a conversation about the cosmetic modiﬁcation of bodies, a debate shaped by scientiﬁc knowledge
and normative social models. Conceived as a cultural history, this book examines the history of artiﬁcially created beauty in Germany from the late Enlightenment to the early days of National Socialist
rule.

Occupational Briefs ...: Beauty culture
The Woman Beautiful; or, The Art of Beauty Culture
DigiCat DigiCat Publishing presents to you this special edition of "The Woman Beautiful; or, The Art of Beauty Culture" by Helen Follett Jameson. DigiCat Publishing considers every written word to be a
legacy of humankind. Every DigiCat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format. The books are available in print, as well as ebooks. DigiCat hopes you will treat this work
with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature.

Venus in the Dark
Blackness and Beauty in Popular Culture
Routledge Western culture has long been fascinated by black women, but a history of enslavement and colonial conquest has variously labeled black women's bodies as "exotic" and "grotesque." In this
remarkable cultural history of black female beauty, Janell Hobson explores the enduring ﬁgure of the "Hottentot Venus." In 1810, Saartjie Baartman was taken from South Africa to Europe, where she was
put on display at circuses, salons, and museums and universities as the "Hottentot Venus." The subsequent legacy of representations of black women's sexuality-from Josephine Baker to Serena Williams
to hip-hop and dancehall videos-continues to refer back to this persistent icon. This book analyzes the history of critical and artistic responses to this iconography by black women in contemporary
photography, ﬁlm, literature, music, and dance.
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Beauty Culture in the Home
Mexico at the Smithsonian
A Culture of Beauty, a Culture of Legends, a Culture with Roots, a Culture of
Mysterious Journeys
"The "Mexico at the Smithsonian" program series, organized by the Smithsonian Latino Center in partnership with the Mexican Cultural Institute and other organizations in Washington, D.C., highlights
diﬀerent aspects of Mexican and Mexican American culture. The series includes more than 20 programs -- exhibitions, concerts, ﬁlm screenings and lectures -- running through December."--P. 4 of cover.

The Search for the Beautiful Woman
A Cultural History of Japanese and Chinese Beauty
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Publishers While a slender body is a prerequisite for beauty today, plump women were considered ideal in Tang Dynasty China and Heian-period Japan. Starting around the
Southern Song period in China, bound feet symbolized the attractiveness of women. But in Japan, shaved eyebrows and blackened teeth long were markers of loveliness. For centuries, Japanese culture
was profoundly shaped by China, but in complex ways that are only now becoming apparent. In this ﬁrst full comparative history of the subject, Cho Kyo explores changing standards of feminine beauty in
China and Japan over the past two millennia. Drawing on a rich array of literary and artistic sources gathered over a decade of research, he considers which Chinese representations were rejected or
accepted and transformed in Japan. He then traces the introduction of Western aesthetics into Japan starting in the Meiji era, leading to slowly developing but radical changes in representations of beauty.
Through ﬁction, poetry, art, advertisements, and photographs, the author vividly demonstrates how criteria of beauty diﬀer greatly by era and culture and how aesthetic sense changed in the course of
extended cultural transformations that were inﬂuenced by both China and the West.

Practical Beauty Culture
Beauty Culture
The Culture of Beauty
Greenhaven Press, Incorporated Looks at the culture of beauty, including beauty standards, societal impact, and psychological eﬀects.

Journeyman Barber and Beauty Culture
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